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EditorialSome Questions Answered
revised paper. The procedure for a revised paper is similarAt meetings and site visits, in addition to discussing
science, I am often asked more general questions about to that for an initial submission in terms of editorial assess-
ment to determine whether to send the paper back to theDevelopmental Cell policies and procedures. Although it
is of course preferable to be able to answer questions in reviewers, and then re-review when appropriate. Authors
are always welcome to email us to inquire about the statusperson, it’s unlikely that I will have a chance to do so for
everyone who is curious about these points. So, I thought of their paper, and we do make every effort to write promptly
once we have enough information to make a decision. Forit might be useful to discuss some of the most common
questions in this format instead. general information about formats and policies, see the
Authors link at http://www.developmentalcell.com.
Does Developmental Cell offer free access
to older content? Is it possible to exclude competitors from reviewing
I am very pleased to be able to say that the answer to this my paper?
question is yes. In August, we announced a new Cell Press We allow authors to exclude potential reviewers for rea-
policy to make access to all of our content that is more sons of competition or personal conflict, and we do re-
than 12 months old (which we term the recent archive) spect such exclusions, as we understand there can be
free on both the Cell Press website and at http://www. valid reasons for them. However, we ask that authors re-
sciencedirect.com. We will implement this policy in Janu- strict the exclusion list to three individuals and provide a
ary 2005. The policy applies to all papers and reviews brief explanation of the reason for the requested exclu-
published from 1995 onward, when Cell Press first went sion. It is helpful if authors also provide three suggestions
online. As Developmental Cell was launched in July 2001, for “replacement” reviewers for every potential referee
all of its archive content will be covered by the new policy. they exclude. There is a specific prompt in the online
The current archive, i.e., content that is less than 12 submission process that asks for the names of any re-
months old, is accessed via an institutional or personal quested exclusions, or they can be listed in the cover
subscription. We also provide free access to all supple- letter.
mental online material published with papers, to “Immedi-
ate Early Publication” papers published online ahead of
Is it possible to transfer reviewer reports betweenprint, and to the featured article for each issue.
Cell Press journals?
Although all of the journals at Cell Press now have inde-
Do you offer cut-price or free access to countries pendent editorial teams, we have a collaborative relation-
with limited resources? ship with the other journals and we are happy to share
We do, via the HINARI program (Health Internetwork information about submissions when authors request that
for Access to Research Initiative; see http://www. we do so. This means that a paper previously considered
healthinternetwork.org) led by the World Health Organiza- for another journal can have its reviews passed to Devel-
tion. Cell Press/Elsevier and a number of other publishers opmental Cell, and vice versa. The overall aim of this policy
are pleased to be supporters of this program, which pro- is to provide authors with flexibility and a potential route
vides free or very low cost access to scientific literature, to publication that does not involve an entirely new review
via the internet, to developing countries. Developmental process. The most efficient ways to request transfer of
Cell, along with all the Cell Press journals, is available to reviews are by discussion with the editor involved in han-
developing countries via the HINARI program. dling the paper or by including the request in a submission
cover letter.
What happens to my paper after I submit it?
I am often surprised by how many people view the process
What do editorial board members do?of paper submission and review as mysterious and feel
We ask scientists to join the Developmental Cell editorialas though their paper has entered a “black box” once they
board (i.e., to become an Associate Editor) because wehit the send button. The reality of the process is very
value their input about scientific topics and general publi-straightforward. When a paper is submitted, it is assigned
cation issues. We look to them for advice about individualto a scientific editor (for Developmental Cell, this is either
papers, the overall scope of the journal, and other journal-Dan Wainstock or me). We read the paper and make an
related issues. Our board members do frequently act asassessment of whether, in principle, it seems appropriate
reviewers on submitted papers. However, they do not han-for the journal in terms of topic and the overall advance
dle papers or guide them through the review process; thismade. If the decision is positive, we send the paper for
is always done by the in-house editors.review, and if not we return it to the authors. We aim
to make this initial assessment within about 2 days of
submission. We ask reviewers to send comments within Does Developmental Cell accept
presubmission inquiries?ten days of agreeing to review the paper, and the total
review process usually takes about 3–4 weeks. At the end We are always happy to discuss potential submissions.
We prefer inquiries to be sent by email (to dsweet@cell.of that, we send the authors an editorial decision based on
the reviewers’ comments. The procedure after this varies, com or dwainstock@cell.com), with a description of the
content of the paper and/or an abstract. We are happy todepending on whether the reviewers’ comments are suffi-
ciently favorable overall to encourage submission of a provide feedback on whether we think a study seems
Developmental Cell
628
appropriate for submission. We offer this confidential ser- Cell, Molecular Cell, and Developmental Cell editorial
teams. Dan Wainstock has a developmental biology re-vice to help authors make decisions about where to sub-
mit, but there is no requirement to send a presubmission search background, having done his PhD on Xenopus
ectodermal patterning in Hazel Sive’s lab at MIT/White-inquiry before submitting a paper.
head, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Dan has been with Cell
Press since 2000 working on Cell, Molecular Cell, andWhat should I do if I would like to write a review
for Developmental Cell? Developmental Cell, and he too has focused exclusively
on Developmental Cell for the past year.We accept proposals for reviews on topics that are rele-
vant for Developmental Cell. The procedure for this is
I hope these answers have clarified some points aboutsimilar to a presubmission inquiry, in that we encourage
a potential author to send an email outlining the proposed Developmental Cell. If I have omitted a question that you
would like answered, you are welcome to raise it eithercoverage of the review article. We and the Developmental
Cell reviews editors then consider the proposal and make by email or in person if you see either Dan or me on
our travels.a decision about whether to invite submission of the full
review.
Deborah Sweet
What is the impact factor of Developmental Cell? Editor, Developmental Cell
The 2003 impact factor for Developmental Cell was 14.807.
This is based on citations of 2001 and 2002 papers in 2003.
The 2003 immediacy index, which measures citations of
2003 papers in 2003, is 3.596. Both indexes compare fa-
vorably to many other cell biology and developmental biol-
ogy journals.
Does Developmental Cell ask authors to assign
copyright to the journal?
We do ask authors to sign a copyright agreement. This
allows Cell Press/Elsevier to ensure that authors benefit
from the full protection against unauthorized use that
copyright law provides. At the same time, we are of course
very conscious of the fact that the material we publish is
produced by authors who want to retain the right to re-
use their own material. For this reason, we have a very
liberal copyright policy that affords authors broad rights
in re-using their material in a variety of different contexts.
For example, authors are free to re-use figures or other
parts of the work in subsequent articles, reprint copies of
the article in a thesis/dissertation, make copies of the
article for their own use or for teaching, distribute copies
to colleagues, and post a copy of the final version of the
paper on their own web pages after publication. We do
not expect authors to ask permission for these types of
re-use, although we do ask that the original publication
be acknowledged appropriately. Full details about the pol-
icy are provided on the copyright form that we send
to authors. Anyone who wishes to use material from an
article on which he/she is not an author does need to
request permission to do so. In such a case, please con-
tact our rights and permissions department (permissions@
elsevier.com).
Do the Developmental Cell editors have
scientific backgrounds?
All the editors at Cell Press have PhDs in relevant subject
areas and active research experience. My own training
was in cell biology—I did a PhD in membrane trafficking
in Hugh Pelham’s lab in Cambridge, UK, and then post-
doctoral work on nuclear import/export with Larry Gerace
at The Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla, California.
After my postdoc, I worked as the editor of Trends in Cell
Biology for almost four years, and then moved to Cell
Press in 1999. Initially I worked on Cell and Molecular
Cell, and I have worked on Developmental Cell since its
inception. I have been focusing exclusively on Develop-
mental Cell since November 2003, when we divided the
